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MINISTERING INNER HEALING AND DELIVERANCE FROM HUMAN SPIRIT
LEVEL
THOSE WHOM THE SON (JESUS CHRIST) SETS FREE, WILL BE FREE INDEED (JOHN 8:36)

AIM OF THIS TEACHING
This teaching aims to equip reborn, baptised and Spirit-filled believers in Jesus Christ to
pray effectively towards deep inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level
downwards (including soul and body level) by the power of the Holy Spirit and the
power of the Blood of the Lamb, Jesus Christ (the Tree of Life that is ignited in us).
1.

INTRODUCTION
We have been active in the ministry of inner healing and deliverance to our fellow believers
in Jesus Christ since 2013. During the first 7 years, we ministered to fellow believers merely
on human soul and body level since that was what was taught and what we knew. We also
paid a lot of attention to the then relatively new concept in the Body of Christ called “demonic
soul copies” (“DSC’s”). Although there were many break throughs on this road of ministry and
many people were indeed set free from demonic bondages, there was also some frustration
since it often appeared as if the healing and deliverance was short-lived and/or incomplete.
Some people that we ministered to fell back into bondage and/or we found that the inner
healing that we prayed for (on soul and body level) was somehow not complete. We therefore
sensed (in the spirit) that there must be another level of inner healing and deliverance that
still needs to be accessed for believers to gain lasting freedom and healing in Jesus Christ.
We also discerned in the spirit that the enemy is keeping us busy with countless demonic soul
copies on human soul and body level and (since many of them usually put up quite a theatrical
“show”, think of demonic soul copies such as Hitler, Napoleon Bonaparte etc.) the danger was
to allow that to continue whilst the actual believer that we ministered to did not gain complete
and lasting freedom. In addition to that, it also became clear to us that the enemy is somehow
pulling demons and demonic soul copies back into people and we found it very frustrating to
have to deal repeatedly (in the same believer) with, for example, the demon of Jezebel and
her demonic soul copies of Queen Jezebel from the Bible etc.
We therefore called out to our Lord Jesus Christ in prayer and asked Him to give us more
spiritual keys to unlock the bondages that believers find themselves in. Our Lord Jesus Christ
was so faithful since He started to reveal to us (Jer. 33:3) after 7 years of battling and persisting
in this ministry of inner healing and deliverance that:
•
•
•

the seed of Satan derived from the Garden of Eden did not only impact our human
souls and bodies but also our human spirits
the strong men demons are on human spirit level
our human spirits are also shattered and have DID (dissociative identity disorder) and
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•

inner healing (e.g., hurt inner children and adults) also starts on human spirit level.

It soon became clear to us that inner healing and deliverance can only be complete once we
allow Jesus Himself to heal and free us from human spirit level downwards.
This revelation in the Body of Jesus Christ also came at a time when many desperate believers
in Jesus Christ have already started to search for healing and deliverance in the wrong places.
Many believers who were ministered to before and did not experience lasting healing and
deliverance, started to believe the lie from Satan that inner healing and deliverance by the
power of the Holy Spirit does not work (or takes too long) and therefore they have turned to
various forms of Kundalini-healing including the Scio machine, Quantum healing, muscle
testing and many, many more. It is also extremely sad to see how believers in Jesus Christ
(who were once passionate for the Kingdom of God) have started to turn away from their
intimate relationship with Jesus Christ (and from the power of the Holy Spirit) and have
ventured deeper and deeper into the Torah (the Law) and the so-called Torah healing (which
is a counterfeit of the truth that only Jesus by the power of His blood can set us free) and is
part and parcel of the lie of the Hebrew Roots movement.
THE HEBREW ROOTS MOVEMENT IS CURRENTLY A MASSIVE STRATEGY OF SATAN IN THE
BODY OF JESUS CHRIST TO LURE THE BRIDE OF JESUS CHRIST AWAY FROM THE TREE OF LIFE
(JESUS CHRIST) AND IN THE DIRECTION OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL
(LUCIFER), JUST AS IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN! A STRATEGY AS OLD AS TIME AND MAN FALLS
FOR IT ONCE AGAIN!
We therefore declare to those of you who have grown weary of the long, long road to freedom
in Christ Jesus the GOOD NEWS that this new level of ministry (that the Holy Spirit has taught
us) will BRING NEW HOPE TO MANY WHO HAVE ALMOST GIVEN UP HOPE.
2.

HOW DOES THIS TEACHING DIFFER FROM IIC’S PREVIOUS TEACHINGS?
This teaching is from a completely different angle than our initial “warrior school” teachings
since:
•

•

•

We admit that we are unable to heal and deliver on human spirit level and that it is
only Jesus Himself (through the power of His Holy Spirit) who does all the work. We
may simply ask by praying (Mat. 7:7; Luk.11:9).
Ministering inner healing and deliverance by RELYING ON YOUR OWN KNOWLEDGE
(OR RESEARCH), WISDOM OR INSIGHT WILL NOT BRING YOU ANYWHERE.
INTELLECTUALISM, PRIDE AND A KNOW-IT-ALL MENTALITY WILL NOT ASSIST WITH
THIS LEVEL OF MINISTRY AT ALL. All that is required (to the contrary) is a simple
childlike faith in Jesus Christ and a complete trust and reliance on the Holy Spirit.
The focus has therefore very much shifted from demonic soul copies (DSC’s) to inner
healing in the first place (starting from human spirit level) and acknowledging the
powerful impact of DID parts especially on human spirit level. When ministering inner
healing and deliverance from human spirit level, dealing with demonic soul copies
and demonic spirit copies (the same concept than demonic soul copies but merely on
human spirit level) becomes a mere “mopping up” process and makes the process of
inner healing and deliverance much more efficient and effective.

Therefore, gone are the days of spending hours and hours on demonic soul copies just to find
that the believer is still struggling with the same issues. Now Jesus Himself does the work from
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human spirit level and the process of inner healing is a far more life-giving and positive
experience for both the person praying and the person receiving.
Thank you, Jesus Christ, for revealing this knowledge to us by the power of your Holy Spirit!!
3.

WE LEARNED A LOT FROM DEMONIC SOUL COPIES
Our loving Lord Jesus Christ promises in His Word that He will make everything work out for
our good, even that which the enemy has planned for our harm. We now know (looking back)
that Jesus allowed the period of dealing with countless demonic soul copies (DSC’s) since we
learned a lot from them and under the anointing of the Holy Spirit (standing in the witness
box of our Lord Jesus Christ in His Court of Law and having to testify the truth!) they (the
DSC’s) spilled a lot of the beans concerning the enemy’s kingdom and his strategies against
believers.
True to the Word of God, as stated in Zechariah 4:10, we therefore do not despise the days of
small beginnings (having to struggle through legions of demonic soul copies) since it was a
very valuable learning school for us and all who journeyed with us. Our faith and endurance
was also tested to the core and we came out stronger than before on the other side. Again,
we can just give all honour and glory to our Father in Heaven and to our Healer Jesus Christ
and to the precious Holy Spirit for teaching us and helping us to persevere until now. It is truly
just grace!
Ezekiel 36:11 also proved to be true for us after persevering through a period of severe testing
and trials namely that: “I will … do better for you than at your beginnings. Then you shall know
that I am the Lord.”
Thank you, Jesus Christ!!

4.

WHAT IS INNER HEALING AND DELIVERANCE FROM HUMAN SPIRIT LEVEL AND HOW DOES
IT DIFFER FROM PRAYER MINISTRY AND DELIVERANCE ON SOUL AND BODY LEVEL?
Inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level is an approach to inner healing and
deliverance by the power of the Holy Spirit that simply accepts that •

•
•
•
•

The deepest level of inner healing lies on human spirit level and therefore inner
healing and deliverance can only be lasting and complete if it starts from human spirit
level and then works through to soul and body level;
Jesus is on the throne of our hearts (our core human spirits) and, as such, only He can
bring inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level;
Our human spirits are also broken (have DID) and therefore also needs healing,
restoration and deliverance;
The strongest demonic bondage (the strong men) is on human spirit level; and
We cannot cast out demons on human spirit level, but Jesus can take them away, if
we pray and ask.

The difference from the inner healing and deliverance that we were used to in the past is that
when inner healing and deliverance is ministered from human spirit level, Jesus takes the
driver’s seat and we (as the believers who pray and ask) take the back seat. We simply ask and
Jesus does all the hard work. We may therefore enter the rest of God and stand on the
complete work that Jesus has done for us on the cross with His powerful blood.
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5.

PREPARATION FOR THIS TEACHING
Ministry from human spirit level downward is “next level” healing and deliverance but all the
groundwork should be done first before you venture into this level of ministry. Our previous
teachings and Warrior School is therefore still very much relevant and believers in Jesus Christ
who may for the first time be exposed to inner healing and deliverance should not start with
this teaching but with the ones that came before to have a proper foundation of knowledge
and repentance, thereby removing the rights of the enemy. Remember that deliverance
comes through knowledge1.
The ambit of this teaching therefore does not allow us to repeat what we have already set out
in our previous teachings that are all freely available on our Web Page
(www.ignitedinchrist.org) and on our YouTube channel. We therefore refer the reader to:
•

All IIC’s first season teachings together with the renunciation prayers
This is important since our God, Jesus Christ, is a righteous God and He will not deliver
you from the enemy’s captivity or bondage if the enemy still has a legal right to you.
Therefore, if you have not yet repented of your own sin and have turned away from
it and have not yet repented for your ancestors’ sin so that the blood line and other
curses may be cancelled over you in spirit, soul and body, there is no way that Jesus
will remove the enemy and that specific stronghold on human spirit level. THIS LEVEL
OF MINISTRY IS THEREFORE ONLY APPROPRIATE FOR BELIEVERS IN JESUS CHRIST
WHERE THE GROUNDWORK HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE. Remember, you first know
the truth and then the truth will set you free2.

•

All IIC’s second season teachings:
o Impact of the seed of Satan on humans;
o Deliverance on human spirit level – the strong men; and
o Demonically programmed DID on human spirit level.

•

A basic knowledge of DID (dissociative identity disorder) is also necessary.

The knowledge contained in these teachings is of utmost importance since it forms the
foundation for this teaching and we merely build further upon it. We will therefore assume
that the reader of this teaching already understands the spiritual concepts that we have
explained in these teachings and have a basic knowledge of DID.
Looking back over the spiritual journey behind us, we may say that believers in Jesus Christ do
not have to spend too much time on the concept of demonic soul copies, other than merely
knowing what it is, how it differs from something like DID and how to deal with them. In the
process of deliverance from human spirit level it has, to a significant extent, become
unnecessary to talk to each demonic soul copy (as we have done in the past). Only in the odd
occasion, here and there, will the Holy Spirit guide us in the direction of first dealing with a
specific demonic soul copy or demonic spirit copy. It may also happen that a certain demonic
soul copy in a person that you are ministering to comes out and presents itself to you and
then you have to know what it is and how to deal with it.

1
2

John 8:32
John 8:32
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6.

CONTENT OF THIS TEACHING
We will explain the following subjects in this teaching to equip the Bride of Jesus Christ to
pray effectively for inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.1

Inter-connectedness of the human spirit, soul and body;
Nature of the human heart (spirit);
The human spirit also needs healing and deliverance;
The Healer/Deliverer on human spirit level;
Benefits of healing and deliverance from human spirit level;
Breaking the chains on human spirit level: Breaking of blood line curses as well as
blood covenants with the enemy on human spirit, soul and body level;
The process of inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level:
o Inner healing from human spirit level:
▪ Healing of hurt, shock and trauma: Hurt inner children & hurt inner
adults;
▪ Demonically programmed DID on human spirit level due to hurt, shock
and trauma;
▪ SRA type of DID on human spirit level due to hurt, shock and trauma;
and
▪ Restoration and integration of DID parts of our human spirits held
captive by the enemy in the spiritual realm.
o Deliverance from the strong men on human spirit level:
▪ Cancelling their demonically programmed spiritual micro-chips;
▪ Setting their captives free;
▪ Dealing with demonic spirit copies;
▪ Asking Jesus to take the strong men away; and
▪ Jesus closes the portals.
o Spoil the houses of the strong men on soul and body level:
▪ Asking Jesus to command all demonically programmed DID on human
spirit level (as well as soul and body level) to integrate;
▪ Binding the power demons and foot soldiers;
▪ Dealing with demonic soul copies; and
▪ Casting them out.

Human spirit, soul and body and its inter-connectedness
Our wonderful creator God has created us as triune human beings and in His image. Our triune
nature lies in the fact that we have a spirit, a soul and a body.
Our spirits are those parts of us that came from God and has always lived and will also always
live (eternally). Our souls are also eternal and will live forever but our souls were created
(came into being) at conception in the womb3. Our bodies are the fleshly home for our souls
and spirits to enable us to live as human beings on earth and to relate to and experience the
natural realm around us. Your body is also the temple of the Holy Spirit in you (1 Cor. 6:19)
and therefore you should take good care of your body and keep it holy.

3

Gen. 2:7
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Your soul and body are attached to your human spirit with a silver cord and will only be
loosened from your human spirit the day that you die (Ecc. 12:6). Then your spirit will go either
to heaven or to hell and your body will return to dust (Ecc. 12:7). Your soul is also eternal and
therefore its eternal destination will also be either heaven or hell. The human spirits of people
who astral travel (only possible by demonic power and at the will of the individual) leave their
bodies and travel around in and on the spiritual plains. This (astral travelling) is something a
child of God may never get involved with since it involves Satanic power.
Our human spirits are where the life force of God, Jesus Christ through His Holy Spirit, is
seated. He, Jesus through the Holy Spirit, is the Tree of Life in us. When we accept Him as our
Saviour and King and invite Him into our hearts (spirits), our human spirits get reborn and the
complete Tree of Life design in us (Himself through the power of the Holy Spirit) gets ignited
in us from human spirit level. If we are then further obedient in the baptism of believers (by
full immersion in water) and receives the baptism of the Holy Spirit, this ignition of the Tree
of Life (Jesus Himself) in us and all its spiritual power is carried through in us to soul and body.
Our spirits are spiritual in nature and our souls and bodies are flesh. However, through the
design of the Tree of Life (Jesus Himself) in us and the power of the Holy Spirit, the three
dimensions of our being are inter-connected. In a reborn and baptised (by full immersion in
water) believer in Jesus Christ, the healing power of the Holy Spirit (the Living Water of God)
may flow from human spirit level to the human soul and body bringing about healing,
deliverance and restoration on all three levels of our being.
6.2

The human heart (spirit)
The human spirit is the very core of our being and it is also in the human spirit that the seed
of God (Jesus Christ, our Tree of Life) is seated. The seed of God (the Tree of Life) germinates
on human spirit level when we are reborn in Jesus Christ and then its power also reaches to
soul and body level when we are obedient in the baptism of believers and receives the baptism
of the Holy Spirit. It is therefore in our human spirits that we get reborn when we accept Jesus
Christ as our Saviour and we invite Him into our “hearts” (spirits).
We have always thought (erroneously) that when we get hurt, it is merely our souls and bodies
that experience the hurt, trauma or shock. We were deceived to think that our human spirits
are whole, unblemished and unable to experience hurt and/or trauma.
The Holy Spirit has taught us that when we get hurt or experience any form of shock and
trauma, the point of impact is first spiritually at the level of our human spirits and then,
secondly, it also impacts our soul dimensions and, lastly, it may also affect our bodies by way
of illness or other infirmities.
The most sensitive part of our being is our human spirit. Every time we get hurt or experience
trauma or shock, it is first felt on human spirit level and then it also affects soul and body.
Inner healing on human spirit level may also be compared to the removing of a thorn from
human flesh. Inner healing that only takes place on soul and body level is like removing a thorn
by breaking it off on skin level (or just under the skin). For a while it may appear and even feel
as if the thorn was removed but over time the pain will return and will not go away completely
until the thorn is removed below the skin there where it has penetrated (namely on human
spirit level). Only then can the wound heal completely and will the healing be lasting.
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We have therefore always overlooked the fact that our spirit person gets hurt in the first
instance when we are exposed to hurt or trauma. If we therefore neglect to ask Jesus to also
heal the spiritual wounds to our spirit person, the healing is only “on the surface” namely on
soul and body level and therefore not complete.
Prov. 15:13: … but by sorrow of the heart the spirit is broken.
Prov. 17:22: … but a broken spirit dries the bones.
6.3

The human spirit also needs healing and deliverance
It is already evident from our previous teachings namely Impact of the seed of Satan,
Deliverance on human spirit level and DID on human spirit level that our human spirits are also
in need of inner healing and deliverance.
This is also underpinned by the Word of God in 1 Thes. 5:23 that reads: “Now may the
God of peace Himself sanctify you completely; and may your whole spirit, soul and body
be preserved blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
In addition to these teachings, it has also become clear to us that every hurt inner child and
hurt inner adult should be addressed as deep as human spirit level since it is on human spirit
level that the actual sting of the hurt and trauma lies. This can only be done by Jesus Christ
Himself by the power of the Holy Spirit and therefore no psychological or medical treatment
is able to bring us deep inner healing on this level. All praise, glory and honour therefore only
to our Lord Jesus Christ, the King of our hearts!

6.4

The Healer/Deliverer on human spirit level
The Healer and Deliverer on human spirit level is Jesus Christ Himself, through the power of
the Holy Spirit (the Tree of Life) in us.
Some in the Body of Christ may want to say: “Who are we as human beings to dare minister
on human spirit level where Jesus lives in our human spirits?” Our answer to this is that we
agree that demons may not be cast out of our core human spirits since it is where Jesus has
the seat of His throne in us (i.e. in our core human spirits since the time that we got reborn),
however, surely, we may pray and ask Him to take away the strong men demons that are
attached to our human spirit on human spirit level?
We believe that this is what the Scripture in John 8:36 means namely that only when Jesus
Himself does the work by healing and delivering us (from human spirit level) then we will be
free indeed.
John 8:36: Therefore, if the Son makes you free, you shall be free indeed.
Although it is also Jesus (by the power of His Holy Spirit) that heals and delivers us on human
soul and body level, there is also some action necessary from our side, especially with
deliverance. Casting out demons on human soul and body level may sometimes end up in a
physical struggle since the strong men demons (together with some strong demonically
empowered DID parts) are still present on human spirit level.
On human spirit level, we do not cast out demons but merely ask Jesus to take the strong men
away. We also do not call the hurt inner children or adults on human spirit level out, but we
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ask that Jesus, through the power of the Holy Spirit, should bring the hurt inner children and
adults out.
This enables us to enter the rest of God (Heb. 4:3) while we simply ask Jesus to do the work
by the power of His Holy Spirit. This process of inner healing and deliverance from human
spirit level is therefore much “softer” (less aggressive) and less tiring (and dangerous) for both
the deliverance minister and the believer that is being ministered to. Thank you, Jesus!!
6.5

Benefits of ministering inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level
Inner healing and deliverance for us at Ignited in Christ has gone to a whole new level since
our Lord Jesus Christ taught us that we should ask Him to do it from human spirit level. We
see a lot more lasting and permanent break-through and the whole experience is more
peaceful and much calmer. Gone are the days of calling out endless demonic soul copies on
soul and body level and addressing them, just to find that the believer whom we ministered
to has still not found lasting freedom in Jesus Christ. Gone also are the days of wrestling with
power demons on human soul level and being humiliated by experiencing their force and
tenacity. We had to persevere a lot and we had to keep on asking our Lord Jesus Christ for
more, until we learned that a whole new level of inner healing and deliverance awaits us from
human spirit level.
However, and here is the cautionary, DELIVERANCE MINISTERS AND/OR TEACHERS IN THE
BODY OF CHRIST WHO HAVE BECOME USED TO DEALING WITH INNER HEALING AND
DELIVERANCE BY DEPENDING MOSTLY ON THEIR OWN INTELLECT, RESEARCH, KNOWLEDGE
OR POWER, WILL NOT BE ABLE TO FUNCTION ON THIS LEVEL OF INNER HEALING AND
DELIVERANCE AT ALL, SINCE A VERY HIGH LEVEL OF CHILD-LIKE FAITH AND UTTER
DEPENDENCE ON THE HOLY SPIRIT IS NECESSARY. WE MAY RIGHTLY CONCLUDE THAT PRIDE
AND SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS AS WELL AS A KNOW-IT-ALL MENTALITY WILL RENDER THIS
PROCESS STERILE FOR THE BELIEVER WHO ARE IN THE CLAWS AND FANGS OF LEVIATHAN.
Only when we humble ourselves and repent of our own pride will we be able to operate on
this level of ministry.
We may summarise the benefits of inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level as
follows:
•
•
•

•
•

We remain in the rest of God (Heb. 4:3) and Jesus Himself (by the power of the Holy
Spirit, the Tree of Life in us) does all the work – we only ask;
It is a much “softer” process (less traumatic) for the believer who is being ministered
to due to much milder manifestations;
The process is also less traumatic for the believer who ministers the inner healing and
deliverance since there is seldom a battle with demons and stubborn demonic soul
copies (as we used to experience in the past);
The inner healing and freedom obtained is much more permanent and complete; and
The processes of inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level is something
that every believer in Jesus Christ may pray for themselves in their inner room with
only the Holy Spirit as their Counsellor and Jesus as their Healer and Deliverer.

It is therefore clear that this process equips the Bride of Jesus Christ immensely and that it will
therefore enable more people to gain freedom in Jesus Christ, even in times when they may
be isolated due to a lock-down or other restrictions. Thank you, Jesus, for this timeous
revelation!
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6.6

Breaking the chains on human spirit level: Cancellation of blood line curses as well as blood
covenants with the enemy on human spirit, soul and body level
Our Lord Jesus Christ is a righteous God. Therefore, if the enemy should still have legal rights
over your life, either due to your own sin or the sins of your ancestors, then those legal rights
should first be removed before our Lord Jesus Christ will take the demonic agents of the
enemy away.
It is therefore important that believers should first work through all IIC’s previous teachings
(especially those concerning the various bloodline curses) and that they should pray the
renunciation prayers (also including human spirit level). These include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wash your spiritual DNA in the blood of the Lamb, Christ Jesus;
The curse of Freemasonry (and the Lewis Curse);
Geestelike Erfenis van die Afrikaner (the bondage of Freemasonry in the “Afrikaner”
due to their spiritual and cultural heritage here in South Africa);
The evil stronghold of Athaliah, Jezebel and Ahab (sun god worship – Baäl);
The evil stronghold of the Queen of Heaven – Ladies Faith, Hope and Charity of the
Freemasons (moon goddess worship);
Kundalini awareness (counterfeit holy spirit); and
The stronghold of Pride (Leviathan) (only in PDF).

In addition to the above, it is important that every believer should also confess and repent for
the blood covenants, rituals and sacrifices that were made by our ancestors with the enemy
whereby their descendants were dedicated to various demonic authorities (as is done in, for
example, Freemasonry, the Broederbond and the occult). In this regard, we refer believers to
our prayer (freely available on our web page) to cancel these blood covenants and dedications
that took place in our ancestry.
Only once these blood line and other rights of the enemy have been cancelled, then the
believer would be ready to continue with this inner healing and deliverance process, from
human spirit level.
6.7

The process of inner healing and deliverance from human spirit level
Al of us as believers in Jesus Christ have unhealed hurt and/or trauma. It is merely the levels
of hurt and trauma in believers that vary. If you feel that there is no inner healing to be done,
we can promise you that you are being deceived by the enemy and that you should therefore
continue to pray and ask our Lord Jesus Christ to reveal it to you.
We have found in ministry that some of the most beautiful and sincere believers in Jesus Christ
(who would have the least expected it) were, for example, raped or sodomised as a child either
as mere childhood abuse or as part of an occult initiation (e.g. by someone in the Freemasons,
Broederbond or Ossewabrandwag). This illustrates to us how important this part of inner
healing is since a believer who has been initiated into the occult as a child by way of sodomy
will not gain complete freedom in Jesus Christ if this inner healing is not first dealt with. The
enemy gains strong rights over a believer due to such initiation rituals and this SRA type of
trauma often gives rise to multiple DID parts on human spirit and soul level
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6.7.1. Deep inner healing from hurt, trauma and shock - Hurt inner children & hurt inner adults
The process of inner healing and deliverance should always start with the inner healing of hurt
inner children and adults.
As mentioned above, the human spirit is the most sensitive part of a human being and
therefore the hurt lies primarily on human spirit level. One can almost compare it with the
ripple effect caused when a pebble is thrown into the water. The impact of the hurt, shock or
trauma is first experienced on human spirit level and then it has a secondary effect on human
soul and body level. Often the hurt that impacted our spirits and souls culminates outwardly
in our bodies in the form of some infirmity or illness.
Believers in Jesus Christ often seek to gain physical healing from illness or infirmity (e.g. an
auto-immune disease such as Lupus, Hashimoto’s or other infirmities such as high blood
pressure, epilepsy etc.) but what they should know is that every physical illness has a spiritual
root to it (since everything first starts in the spirit) and therefore we should first seek deep
inner healing on human spirit level and only there after the outward manifestation of the
psychological and physical healing will follow.
Readers of this teaching are referred to our complete teaching about hurt inner children and
hurt inner adults where we explain in length what these spiritual concepts are. This has not
changed at all, with the only exception that we now know that hurt inner children and adults
are also to be found on human spirit level and should be addressed from human spirit level
downward to soul and body level for believers to gain complete and permanent healing.
In brief, a demonic hurt inner child or adult on soul and body level is essentially the same than
a demonic soul copy with the most significant difference that, in this case, it is a demonic soul
copy of yourself at a certain age and your own hurt and/or trauma is locked up in this hurt
inner child or adult on soul level. In this way, the enemy seeks to keep the hurt and trauma
alive in your soul and body.
Our Lord Jesus Christ has shown us that this exact concept is also relevant on human spirit
level in that when we get hurt, our spirit person gets hurt in the first instance and that causes
a ripple effect outward to soul and body. A hurt inner child or adult on human spirit level is
therefore the same than that on human soul level with the only difference that, this time, it is
a demonic copy of your own human spirit at a certain age and moment when the hurt or
trauma took place and wherein the enemy locked up (on human spirit level) the hurt and
trauma to prevent healing from taking place.
We have already found numerous hurt inner children and hurt inner adults on human spirit
level in believers to whom we have ministered. Often the healing has already come on human
soul level due to previous prayer ministry, but the hurt remained locked away by the enemy
on human spirit level. These experiences confirmed to us that, irrespective of whether you
have been prayed to in the past (with regards to trauma) or not, if that prayer ministry did not
go as deep as the human spirit, the tip of the spiritual thorn remained in your spiritual flesh
containing the very deeply seated hurt inner child or adult on human spirt level.
The process of dealing with hurt inner children and adults from human spirit level
It is best to explain this process by way of an example: A man called Ben was sexually molested
as a child when he was 5 years old by his grandfather who was a 33rd degree Freemason.
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We may rightly so not minister inner healing to the core human spirit since it is the seat of
Jesus’ authority in us by way of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. However, we may ask Him to
heal us on human spirit level. Here follows how we may ask Jesus in prayer to heal us in our
inner most being namely our human spirits:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ask Jesus to bring the hurt inner child of 5 years old out on human spirit level. Often
this hurt inner child on human spirit level will be too shy, scared, self-conscious or
ashamed to come out by himself. We then ask Jesus to appear to the child on human
spirit level and to assure the child that he has nothing to fear and that this process
may be trusted.
When the little hurt inner child then comes out, immediately ask Jesus to hold the
child’s hand or to just be with him and to comfort him. When the child is calm and
peaceful, you may continue.
Ask Jesus to allow the hurt inner child to see what happened to him, although not in
the first person but in the third person (as if it happened to someone else whilst at
the same time realising that it happened to him).
Ask the child carefully and in a soft voice to tell you what Jesus is showing him. If the
child should then start to cry, ask Jesus to comfort the child and to show him that he
is safe and that nothing will be able to hurt him now. If necessary, ask Jesus to seal
the little hurt inner child off in a spiritual bubble and to fill it with His holy presence
and protection.
When the child has calmed down, ask the child again if he would share with you what
he is seeing or experiencing. Often this hurt inner child on human spirit level would
merely say something such as: “I am scared” and/or “He is touching me!” and/or “My
grandfather enters my room, and it is dark” or something among these lines. Keep on
prompting the child to tell you more until it is clear what happened although all the
graphic detail is not that important.
Then ask the child what he is experiencing and feeling. The following are possibilities
that may come out: “I am scared”, “I do not like what my grandfather is doing”, “I am
confused” etc. The child may even start to cry or scream hysterically. When this
happens, ask Jesus to put a wall of fire between the child and the perpetrator
(grandfather) and to show the child that he is safe now and that his grandfather would
not be able to come near him now.
When the child has calmed down and you have a fair idea of what happened and who
the perpetrator was, then ask the child in a soft voice whether he would be prepared
to forgive his grandfather and to set him free. If the child is prepared to do this, then
pray with him the prayer of forgiveness. If the child believed any lies of the enemy
due to the incident such as being dirty or unworthy, then ask Jesus to show the child
the truth about himself and then cancel the lies of the enemy in the name of Jesus
Christ.
Ask Jesus then to come and wash the child clean with His blood from all unworthiness,
shame, hurt, filthiness, confusion, fear and anxiety etc. (This is powerful and only the
blood of Jesus shed for us on the cross can do this!) As Jesus washes the child clean
with His blood, you will notice how the child becomes increasingly more peaceful and
tranquil until the child is completely quiet and peaceful.
It may be that there are demonic spirit copies inside the inner child of his grandfather
who molested him. This may, for example, be the case if the grandfather was a
Freemason and the child was sodomised, raped or merely molested either as part of
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•

a ritual or not. If the Holy Spirit shows you that this is the case, then command the
demonic spirit copy of the grandfather to consolidate to one copy in the hurt inner
child and ask Jesus to rip the grandfather out of the inner child on human spirit level.
This can however only be done after the inner healing has already taken place.
The inner child on human spirit level (but also simultaneously on human soul and body
level) will now be ready to be taken away by Jesus. When the inner child has gone
with Jesus, the inner healing regarding this trauma is done from human spirit level
downwards (i.e. also including soul and body level).

It is clear and should be remembered that when we pray this process of inner healing to the
hurt inner child on human spirit level it is important to simultaneously include the hurt inner
children on soul and body level so that the healing will take place on all three dimensions of
our humanity simultaneously.
Reasons why a hurt inner child or adult may not come out
A hurt inner child or adult does not always have to come out and talk to you. The manifestation
of a hurt inner child or adult differs from person to person. In some people the hurt inner child
or adult will clearly come out and identify itself as the hurt inner child or adult and speak to
you in all mannerism of the hurt inner child (such as showing his or her age by using their
fingers etc.). In someone else, the hurt inner child or adult may not manifest clearly but you
will, by using your gift of discernment, still be able to pick up that the hurt inner child or adult
has come out. If the Holy Spirit shows you that there is no spiritual block to the process, then
merely continue to minister to the hurt inner child or adult on human spirit level in faith (i.e.
without any outer manifestations).
However, in some cases where the hurt inner child or adult does not come out, the Holy Spirit
may show you that there is something that is spiritually blocking the process and that is
preventing the hurt inner child or adult from coming out and receiving healing. The enemy
may, for example, use any of the following to prevent the hurt inner child or adult from being
healed:
•

An SRA-type of DID part, also on human spirit level. In a lady that was sexually abused
from an early age by her father’s brother (her uncle) we found two SRA-type of DID
parts on human spirit level who wanted to prevent the hurt inner children from
coming out. SRA means Satanic Ritual Abuse and indicates in this concept a different
layer of DID that was caused primarily by extreme trauma and that operates as a
totality different personality than the core person (or ID book personality). The first
SRA type of DID part on human spirit level that we encountered when we called them
out on human spirit level was a big brown and hairy dog. The dog came out and said
that it “came to her” when she was first molested by her uncle and could not cope
with the trauma. It said that its function was to protect the hurt inner children from
the trauma by laying down with the children and comforting them but also by scaring
off and biting anybody that would come near the children. We had to ask Jesus to
appear to this dog DID part on human spirit level and to show the dog that Jesus was
stronger than it and that Jesus promised to protect the hurt inner children. The dog
then agreed that Jesus was stronger than it and that Jesus should take over its job of
protecting the children and then this DID part of the dog could be integrated by Jesus
with her core human spirit, soul and body.
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The other SRA-type of DID part on human spirit level that tried to prevent the hurt
inner children from coming out was a woman who said that she had to hold the little
hurt inner children close to her chest and that (in this way) she should protect them
from the trauma. She also submitted to Jesus’ authority and accepted that He will
protect the children and heal them.
Only when both these SRA-type of DID parts were fully integrated with the core of the
woman’s human spirit, soul and body, could the hurt inner children come out to Jesus
and receive healing.

6.7.2

•

Witchcraft and caging due to unbroken ancestral blood covenants – The hurt inner
children on human spirit level may be caged due to witchcraft but essentially due to
the fact that there are still blood covenants (made by either the person themselves or
their ancestors) in place that give the enemy a right to “hold on to” the hurt inner
children. If this is what the Holy Spirit shows you, then you will first have to lead the
person you are ministering to in prayer to break the blood covenants made with the
enemy including to cancel any blood rituals and sacrifices made and to cancel any
curses spoken over the blood lines. The Holy Spirit’s guidance should be followed in
this regard and the prayer on our web page to break ancestral blood covenants may
be used.

•

The person him- or herself (the ID-book personality) does not want to face the reality
of the trauma – We have had more than one case in ministry where the Holy Spirit
has shown us that the believer’s father raped him/her when he/she was a child and
the Holy Spirit even brought the hurt inner child out on human spirit level. The hurt
inner child however in each case drew back since the woman said: “I do not know if a
want to know the truth…” and the man also did not want to believe it and therefore
the hurt inner child withdrew. Our Lord Jesus Christ is a gentleman and will never
force a process on any believer in Him. Only if we ourselves are willing to face the
truth that Jesus wants to heal us from, will the Holy Spirit reveal it and will the hurt
inner child or adult come out. In other words, of we want to live in denial of the truth,
then Jesus will not bring out and heal the hurt inner child or adult.

Demonically programmed DID on human spirit level due to hurt, shock and trauma
Dealing with the hurt inner child and/or hurt inner adult from human spirit level downward is
merely the first step in the inner healing process. The reason here fore is that due to the seed
of Satan in us, our human spirits, souls and bodies are so vulnerable that the hurt, trauma or
shock also (in addition to the hurt and trauma that are being captured inside of an inner child
or adult) has a shattering effect on our human spirits, souls and bodies.
It can be explained in the following way: When you throw a stone towards a mirror, the mirror
would shatter due to the impact of the stone. The hurt inner child and/or adult may be
compared with the place where the stone impacted and therefore the hurt inner child or adult
should first be addressed before the rest of the mirror may be repaired by putting the
shattered parts back together again. In DID terminology this putting back of the shattered
parts is called integration into the core.
After the hurt inner child and/or adult has therefore received healing on spirit, soul and body
level and Jesus has taken him or her away, it is now time to address the demonically
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programmed DID that was created by the strong men demons due to the impact of the hurt,
trauma and/or shock.
It is important to remember that there are various levels and layers of DID and that not only
one layer or level of DID forms due to trauma. Here it is impossible for us or anyone to tell you
how many different layers of DID there would be due to a single trauma incident. Only the
Holy Spirit would be able to show in each case and the believer in Jesus Christ would have to
follow the guidance of the Holy Spirit. According to our experience so far, there are often
both demonically programmed DID as well as SRA (Satanic Ritual Abuse) type of DID in a
person on human spirit, soul and body level due to hurt, trauma and or shock.
Let us however first deal with the demonically programmed DID on human spirit level. Here
again (as always!) you will have to ask the Holy Spirit what the DID on human spirit level consist
of that was formed due to this trauma of Ben being sexually molested by his grandfather at
the age of five.
What you can however know for sure is that there will be a demonically programmed DID part
of his grandfather who molested him (whether deceased or still alive) on human spirit level
(as well as on soul and body level) that keeps any number of DID parts of Ben (as a 5-year-old
child) captive underneath him. These DID parts of Ben on human spirit level would in all
probability be constantly molested in the spirit by the DID part of the grandfather. These DID
parts together with their mind-control and programming would cause the emotions (that
were locked into the hurt inner child on spirit, soul and body level and that was taken away
by Jesus) to remain alive in the adult Ben on spirit, soul and body level.
This explains to us why many believers who have already undergone inner healing of hurt
inner children and adults (but without the DID being dealt with) are still experiencing the hurt,
the shame and trauma of the incident and therefore may doubt their healing in Jesus Christ.
The DID parts on human spirit, soul and body level may also (because of emotions and trauma
that are still locked into them) continue to have a direct effect on Ben’s body since he then
still suffers from e.g. self-rejection and self-hatred causing more than one auto-immune
disease in his body. The fear and anxiety that are still locked into the DID parts on spirit, soul
and body level, may also still affect his soul and body in the form of anxiety attacks, depression
and sweaty hands and feet.
Process to deal with demonically programmed DID from human spirit level
As mentioned above, it would be safe to expect that the perpetrator would be there as a
demonically programmed DID part on human spirit level since the strong men demons want
the trauma and shock of the molestation as well as the unworthiness and feeling of being dirty
to continue. Therefore, the process may be started by asking Jesus on human spirit level to
bring out the DID part of Ben’s grandfather on human spirit level.
You may then expect the DID part of the grandfather to come out under the anointing of the
Holy Spirit and by the hand of Jesus Himself on human spirit level. When the grandfather
comes out you may ask him whether he is the host (controlling part) of the DID parts or
whether there is a different host above him. The host in DID terminology is the managing part
of the DID parts that split off from the core human spirit due to the trauma incident. If one
may think of this level of DID as a pyramid, then the host DID part may be seen as the capstone
of the pyramid (the one that is “on top” and that is controlling and/or managing the other DID
parts below it). The other DID parts that are also strong but not as strong as the host may form
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the first layer of parts below the host (in the pyramid structure of parts) and then the various
DID parts of Ben would be the lower parts in the structure that are being managed or
controlled by the host.
If the perpetrator says that he is the host, then ask whether there is other DID parts below
him. Often the answer will come that there are indeed various DID parts of e.g. Ben below
him that he has control over. You may then ask what he (the grandfather) does with these
parts of Ben below him (or what effect he has on them). Often the answer will come that he
keeps on molesting them or that he reminds them constantly of the incident of the
molestation, that he keeps them in fear and anxiety and that he reaffirms the trauma and
shock. He may also say that he makes the little children below him feel ashamed and
unworthy. It can also be that the host DID part of the grandfather causes sexual confusion in
the DID parts of the children below him and makes them think (through mind-control and
programming) that they are gay (i.e. homo-sexual).
The DID part of the grandfather on human spirit level may however also admit that he is not
the host but that there other DID parts are above him. Often this would indeed be the case
and the reason here fore is that we should remember that the grandfather was also being
used by demonic forces to commit the sexual molestation on the little boy. Often the demonic
force that is behind the molestation is a nephilim or hybrid that is being controlled by the
strong man Baphomet or Lilith or Asmodee and usually the nephilim would be the host on top
of this layer of DID’s. The host DID part on top may also be Lucifer himself (i.e. the “great
architect of the universe” of the Freemasons) but then also in the form of a hybrid (usually in
the form of a hybrid snake or dragon).
Be it as it may, follow the guidance of the Holy Spirit and call out the host DID part on human
spirit level. After asking a couple of questions to establish the stronghold and its effect on the
actual “ID Book person” in front of you, then ask Jesus to appear in the spirit to the host DID
part as well as all the DID parts below it on human spirit level (but also on soul and body level).
We have not yet found any DID part (including that of Lucifer or Satan himself in the form of
a nephilim or hybrid) that could resist the manifest presence of Jesus and who did not bow
before Him and His authority. Therefore, you may ask all of these DID parts then to open the
doors of their hearts to Jesus so that He may come in. This will enable all of these DID parts to
become spiritually reborn in Jesus Christ. The process relating to demonically programmed
DID is easy compared to the SRA type of DID in that you require less coöperation from the DID
parts themselves. When they see Jesus in the spirit and the underlying trauma has been dealt
(by way of the hurt inner children and/or adults) they usually just submit and allow Jesus to
enter and to become reborn.
At this stage, you may then simply cancel in the name of Jesus Christ on spirit, soul and body
level the following:
•

•
•

The DID mind-control and programming concerning the incident of the molestation
when Ben was 5 years old including that of fear, anxiety, feelings of being unworthy,
dirty, unclean, depressed, hopeless, unforgiveness, bitterness, hatred, self-rejection
and self-hatred, sexual confusion etc.;
The witchcraft and curses as well as any dedications, sacrifices and rituals done on the
DID parts of Ben;
The DID triggers that are working with each level of the DID; and
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•

The spiritual, emotional, mental and physical caging and entrapment around each DID
part.

Lastly, you may ask Jesus to wash all these DID parts clean with His blood and to command all
demons (according to the specific stronghold) to leave them. When all manifestation has
stopped, you may ask Jesus to integrate them back into the core human spirit, soul and body
and to seal the integration off with his blood.
6.7.3

SRA type of DID on human spirit level due to hurt, shock and trauma
We have often found (when ministering inner healing and deliverance to fellow believers) that
more than one type of DID is involved due to a single trauma incident. The reason here fore is
that our human spirits (as well as our souls and bodies) have been made so vulnerable due to
the seed of Satan in us that we may truly shatter in spirit and soul due to just the slightest
incident of trauma.
Another type of DID that is almost always also relevant when there was trauma, shock or hurt
is the satanic ritual abuse (SRA) type of DID. This type of DID is not limited to satanic ritual
abuse but we may find it whenever someone was the subject of serious trauma. The definition
of “serious trauma” will differ from person to person since each person is different and it may
very well be that something which is serious trauma to me is not trauma at all to someone
else. However, we typically think here of trauma such as ritualistic and other rape, gang rape,
sodomisation, extreme abuse, molestation and torture etc. We have however also found SRA
type of DID parts in people who have experienced (what we would consider to be) mild trauma
such as rejection by friends as a child, unfair treatment at school by a teacher, harsh words
spoken by a parent etc.
We suspect that the reason each person’s experience of trauma is different is because people
are not equally sensitive and that has everything to do with the nature of our spirit persons
and personalities (soul dimensions). There is however also another factor that we have
experienced plays a role in the severity of DID to be found in various people and that is the
level of iniquity in the blood lines and especially the intensity of the seed of Satan that entered,
not only through the Fall in the Garden of Eden but also through the sexual intercourse by the
ancestors with the Nephilim and hybrid (initially the fallen angels but also there after the
“giants” (nephilim and hybrid)).
So how does SRA type of DID on human spirit level (according to our experience) differ from
the demonically programmed DID?
Demonically programmed DID
Not completely different personalities from
the core (ID book personality) but merely a
demonically empowered DID programme
consisting of various DID parts controlled by
a host DID part.
Relatively easy to deal with in Jesus’ name
and with His power if all the rights have been
taken away by way of repentance,
renunciation, breaking of blood covenants,
inner healing etc.

SRA type of DID
A completely different personality from the
core (ID book personality) with either a
different name than the core or the same
name.
More difficult to deal with since the
separate personality should be evangelised
first and must be convinced that it may
trust Jesus and the process.
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Individual DID parts are merely demonically
programmed and do not have such a strong
will of their own.
You do not necessarily have to win the trust
of every separate DID part before
integration can take place since it can be
done only by dealing with the host DID part
and including all the other DID parts below
in your prayer.
NB: They do not necessarily believe that
they are separate persons and personalities
from the core human being.

Relatively easy to get them integrated.

They usually do not believe that they are
helping the ID book personality but know
that demons are using them to bring death
and destruction to the core person.
Demonically programmed DID parts usually
do not have a strong impact on a hurt inner
child or adult to hold it back and to prevent
it from healing. However, there may be
exceptions due to caging.

Demonically programmed DID is out-andout destructive and there is no or little
danger for the core if they are integrated.

DID parts are also programmed and mindcontrolled but has a much stronger will of
their own.
The trust of each separate DID part usually
has to be obtained or then at least that of
the host before coöperation will be
achieved.

NB: They usually believe that they are
separate human beings from the core (ID
book person) and wants to be treated as
such. Some will even be as strong as to tell
you that they are living their lives and that
the person you are ministering to (the ID
book) is merely a part that is with them!!
More difficult to get them integrated
because of their independent existence
from the core and stronger will.
They believe that they are helping the
individual to “cope” with the trauma and
that without them the ID book personality
would not be able to survive.
An SRA type of DID part may have a strong
hold on a hurt inner child or adult since it
may form part of the SRA type of DID’s
strategy to “protect” the core against the
hurt, trauma and shock. By holding on to
the hurt inner child the SRA DID may think
that it is protecting the child whilst it is
preventing the healing. Therefore, in some
cases the Holy Spirit may guide you to first
address the SRA type of DID before the hurt
inner child or adult is dealt with.
SRA type of DID is not always out-and-out
destructive but may operate as spiritual
“crutches” to assist the core human spirit
and soul to cope with trauma that would
otherwise have been too big for the core to
handle.

It is therefore important to know that the SRA type of DID needs to be managed with more
caution. SRA type of DID should usually be dealt with last, that is when the person has
already received extensive inner healing on spirit, soul and body level. If an inexperienced
prayer warrior of Jesus Christ should challenge some of these SRA type of DID parts right at
the beginning of the healing process (without dealing first with the inner healing of the ID
book personality) it may have devastating consequences for the ID Book person you are
ministering to. Even if the SRA type of DID parts should coöperate and be integrated to the
core by the Spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ, it may be as if you have taken away the ID book
personality’s crutches at a time when he or she is not yet able to walk on his or her own.
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The person may then “fall” spiritually, emotionally and even physically with dire
consequences.
However, if the particular trauma has been dealt with by the ID book personality (forgiveness
etc.), inner healing has come on spirit, soul and body level (pertaining to the hurt inner
children or adults) and the demonically programmed DID has integrated, then this foundation
should be strong enough to carry the integration of the SRA type of DID (also based on the
assumption that the enemy’s blood line rights and covenants were first taken away and
cancelled). NB: Always follow the guidance of the Holy Spirit in the process.
One may perhaps summarise by saying that one should only deal with SRA type of DID when
the deep inner healing of the trauma has been done and the Holy Spirit shows you that this
person (the ID book personality) is spiritually and emotionally strong and able enough to
“cope” and remain standing without the SRA type of DID that operated as spiritual crutches.
A good question may very well be that if the SRA type of DID plays such a key role and may
help the ID book personality to get through life and to “cope”, whether we should not simply
leave them intact. The answer is that it does not honour our Lord Jesus Christ that we should
lean upon anything or anyone else than Him since He is our strength and our refuge and He
promises to keep us from harm and to protect us. It is also often a deception that these SRA
DID parts indeed “help” the ID book personality since their idea of “helping” is not conducive
to the ID book person finding his or her identity and authority in Jesus Christ but is more aimed
at keeping the person in bondage and dependant on the specific part or alter.
Process to deal with SRA type of DID from human spirit level
On the assumption that the Holy Spirit has shown you that the time is right to deal with this
level of DID and the proper foundation of deep inner healing has already been built, you may
now also proceed to call out the host of any SRA type of DID that split off from the core on
human spirit level due to the specific trauma incident. In our example of Ben having been
molested by his grandfather when he was a mere 5 years old, there may be various SRA type
of DID parts on human spirit level.
•

•

The one that may often be called out first would be the “protector” DID part since,
especially with young children that experienced trauma, there may be a DID part that
formed to protect the child against any similar trauma in the future. We have, for
example, already found in similar cases that there is a DID protector that is an angry
bear or a dog or even a childhood cartoon character such as a mother duck (that
protected her ducklings in the cartoon story). This protector has the job of protecting
the child (and then later the adult) against similar abuse in the future. In severe cases
of SRA type of abuse, the protector dog or wolf may even come out and bite you to
protect the person to whom you are ministering. This is however only in extreme
cases and usually where there was satanic type of abuse.
We know of someone that as an adult had to watch over his girlfriend’s baby whilst
she was at work. The baby started screaming and the screaming of the child was the
trigger to make the angry dog SRA type of DID part come out and bite the baby in the
face. This person was criminally charged with the assault of a child. What in fact
happened there is that the extreme trauma of having had to witness (as a small child)
how his father held a gun to his mother’s head whilst threatening to kill her and the
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•

•

•

•

•

traumatic screaming that took place, triggered the protector dog to form and it was
this animal SRA DID part that came out and bit the baby in the face.
Therefore, first ask Jesus to bring out the protector SRA type of DID part on human
spirit level that split off due to the trauma incident. Let us say then it is an angry dog
DID part or alter on human spirit level. Here you should just follow the guidance of
the Holy Spirit in how to deal with each of these DID parts. If we should try to tell you
exactly what to do, it would be similar than trying to tell an eagle how it should glide
on the wind when flying at high altitudes between the mountains. However, from our
experience, we may share with you how it may potentially be dealt with and then you
at least have a reference from which to work from.
When Jesus has then brought this angry dog protector SRA type of DID part out, the
first question to the DID part would be: “Who are you?” “Are you the protector?”
Often, if it is an animal, you may just hear growling and/or the person’s fingers and
nails may react like that of an animal. You should then ask Jesus to give the dog the
ability to speak to you like a human being and with a human mouth whilst
understanding your language. This will usually happen (by the power of the Holy
Spirit) and in no time this protector dog should start talking.
It would make sense to ask when this DID part or alter formed and what its role is.
Typically, you should get answers such as: “I came to him when his grandfather hurt
him when he was just a little boy” and “My role is to protect him and to make sure
that he does not get hurt again.” We would then usually ask the protector whether it
has seen what Jesus has already done for the ID book personality and how Jesus has
healed the hurt inner children. Usually, the protector would then say: “Yes, I saw Jesus
and what He came to do and how He healed the little child and took him away.” We
would then ask Jesus to appear to this protector dog in the spirit on human spirit level
and to show it that He (Jesus) is strong and able to protect the person from any harm
in the future and that it is therefore no longer necessary for the protector dog to
protect the person. The protector would then usually say: “Yes, I see Jesus and He is
strong. I am sure He will protect him in the future.” We then would ask the protector
dog whether it would cooperate with us by accepting Jesus in its heart and allowing
Jesus to integrate it with the core. Often the DID part would then ask something such
as: “I trust Jesus and will coöperate but what will become of me? Where will I go?”
The best answer to then give this DID part is to be honest and to say: “I do not know
what will happen to you when Jesus integrates you but all I know is Jesus is good, fair,
and just. You can trust Him.” If the protector DID part then agrees that you may
proceed, you will firstly ask that he should pray with you to give his heart to Jesus and,
as soon as that is done, you then pray and ask Jesus to integrate this protector DID
part back into the core human spirit, soul and body of the person.
Thereafter the same process may be followed in respect of any other SRA type of DID
parts on human spirit level that split off due to the specific trauma incident. We
usually first ask Jesus to bring out the host DID part and then get the host DID part to
collaborate with us by winning the host’s trust. If the host agrees to coöperate and to
collaborate with you whilst allowing Jesus to come into his or her heart, then often
the other SRA type of DID parts below the host may be dealt with simultaneously, if
the host gives permission.
Remember that DID parts first have to be reborn in Jesus Christ before they may be
integrated with the core human spirit, soul and body and for this you really need to
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•

6.7.4

win the confidence and trust of the host of the DID parts together with all the other
DID parts below it.
Once all DID parts have been dealt with and are integrated back into the core human
spirit, soul and body, then you may proceed to deal with the strong men demons on
human spirit level.

Parts of the human spirit held captive in the spiritual realm
Our Lord Jesus Christ taught us that the enemy may sometimes have found the right to take
a DID part of your human spirit (that split off due to hurt, trauma and/or shock) and to keep
it captive somewhere in the spiritual realm.
How is this possible? Well, our souls and bodies are part of our flesh and is limited to the
constraints of the natural realm, but our spirit persons are spiritual beings and may therefore,
due to demonic power (often coupled with witchcraft), be taken out of our bodies to travel
the astral plains (this concept is known as astral travelling).
If the enemy obtained rights that are strong enough through either the blood lines or in the
believer’s current lifetime (e.g. through blood rituals done, blood covenants made with the
enemy and/or blood sacrifices made) then it may have obtained the right to take a shattered
piece of the human spirit and to take it captive somewhere in the spiritual realm, far away
from the believer’s core human spirit that is in his or her body.
This is still very new spiritual ground for us, and we do not yet have all the answers. All we
know is that prayer warriors for Jesus Christ should remember that such a concept exists and
perhaps in cases where all the relevant inner healing and deliverance was done and the
believer still does not experience complete healing, then we should consult the Holy Spirit and
ask whether a part (DID part or alter) of the person’s human spirit was not perhaps taken
captive during the extreme trauma and is still being held captive by the enemy in the spiritual
realm.
A good analogy of this is when we would build a puzzle in the natural realm. Often it happens
that you start to build a large puzzle of, let us say, one thousand pieces. It may then happen
that you build and build just to find that right at the end there is a piece of the puzzle missing.
This is very frustrating since although 999 pieces of the puzzle have found their place in the
totality of the picture, the one little piece that is missing renders the whole puzzle to be
incomplete. It is the same with inner healing that has been done up to a point that all DID
parts have integrated on spirit, soul and body level but if only 1 or 2 DID parts on human spirit
level remain unintegrated (since they are being held captive in the spiritual realm by the
enemy) the believer will not experience complete healing. The believer may therefore feel
that a lot of healing and restoration has come but somehow there is still a missing piece …
The way to deal with this is simply to ask Jesus to send in His holy warring angels to seek,
rescue and find this DID part (or alter) of the human spirit and to bring it back to the believer
to whom you are praying. Often you would then be able to speak to this DID part who has
been found and brought back and you may, for example, ask questions such as where in the
spiritual realm the piece was kept and by whom. You then deal with this DID part in the normal
way including rebirth and integration with the core.
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You may expect to find this part of the inner healing process especially with survivors of
satanic ritual abuse but also with other believers who were the victims of ritualistic occult
procedures and trauma such as rape and sodomisation.
However, always remember that our Lord Jesus Christ is a righteous God and that He will
therefore not bring that part back if the enemy still has any right to it such as unbroken blood
line curses and/or blood covenants made with the enemy.
6.8

Deliverance from the strong men on human spirit level
As explained in full in our teaching called “Deliverance on Human Spirit Level – The Strong
Men,” our Lord Jesus Christ, through His Holy Spirit, has taught us that the strong men demons
are on human spirit level (NB: not in your core human spirit where Jesus lives) and that only
He Himself can take them away4. Our Lord Jesus Christ is however a righteous God and will
not take away any strong man if that strong man still has right to stay. This process of dealing
with the strong men therefore should wait until you are sure that all the known rights of a
particular strong man have been removed.
The legal rights that a strong man have may include any of the following (and in this order of
importance):
•
•
•

Unbroken blood covenants (sealed with blood rituals and blood sacrifices) made by
the ancestors;
Unbroken blood line curses due to the sin and iniquities of the ancestors; and
Unconfessed and unrepented sin as well as covenants or agreements (also inner
vows) that the person him- or herself made with the enemy.

The strong men may also draw power from the following:
•

•
•

Unhealed trauma, unforgiveness and brokenness (i.e. any hurt inner children and/or
adults as well as any DID parts that split off due to the trauma (whether demonically
programmed DID or SRA type of DID));
Spiritual captives5 (i.e. demonic spirit and soul copies of the person him-or herself that
are being held captive by the strong man in the spiritual realm); and
Any DID parts of the human spirit that are being held captive by the enemy
somewhere in the spiritual realm due to blood covenants made and blood sacrifices
and rituals done by the believer’s ancestors.

It is obvious that these legal rights and/or strongholds of any strong man should first be dealt
with before Jesus will take the strong man away on human spirit level (upon our request). In
our experience, the mere presence of a demonic soul copy or even a demonic spirit copy (that
was pulled in by this strong man) is not a legal right or a stronghold for the strong man to be
there and is therefore not a hindrance in the way of deliverance from it on human spirit level.
In the past we used to pay much attention to demonic soul copies and believed (erroneously)
that they should all first be removed before a person may enjoy lasting freedom in Jesus
Christ. However, we believe that our level of endurance was tested by the enemy (and our
Lord Jesus Christ allowed it) before we were allowed to gain the further revelation of human
spirit level ministry. Today we know that, as a rule, the demonic spirit copies on human spirit
4
5

Mat. 17:21; Mar. 9:29
Demonic Soul Copies Level 3
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level may simply be tied to the strong men demons6 when it is time for Jesus to take them
away and this saves us much time, effort and energy! Thank you, Jesus!
6.8.1

The process of dealing with the strong men on human spirit level
Assuming that all the legal rights of a strong man have been taken away and all relevant inner
healing has been done, the Holy Spirit may now guide you to deal with it on human spirit level.
Here follows the process as taught by the Holy Spirit:
•

•

•

6
7

Ask Jesus to bring out the strong man that oversees the demonic stronghold with
which you have already dealt. In our example used, it would be the strong men that
work with sexual immorality and lust and then in particular molestation of children.
We know that there may be various, but it is usually Lilith (also Baphomet), Asmodee,
Lust, Sexual Immorality, Paedophilia etc. Each case will however be different and you
gain the knowledge of which strong men are involved by asking specific questions
when you deal with the hurt inner children, any demonic soul copies and the DID
parts on spirit, soul and body level. Typically, one would ask: “What strong man gives
you power?” Or “Which strong men are behind this stronghold?” In some believers
these strong men may talk to you from human spirit level but in other believers not
and then you should simply proceed in faith.
Cancel the spiritual microchips of the strong men (containing all their demonic
programming) in the name of Jesus Christ and command it to go up in flames. This
proved in many sessions with believers to be a crucial step in the process since there
are much demonic programming involved and when this programming of the strong
men is cancelled in the name of Jesus Christ, we can usually see that the strong men
have lost a lot of their power.
Set the spiritual captives free7 - Bind the gate keepers (that guard the spiritual places
in the spiritual realm where the strong men (e.g. Lilith, Baphomet and Asmodee)
reign) in the name of Jesus Christ. Then ask Jesus to send in His holy warring angels
to seek, rescue and find all the spiritual captives of the person (demonic soul copies
and demonic spirit copies) that were taken by these strong men and to set them free.
Minister to these captives (before Jesus sets them free) as the Holy Spirit may guide
you. For example, in this case it may be necessary to ask Jesus to first wash the
captives clean with His blood from all sexual immorality and unworthiness since the
demons have continuously sexually assaulted them in the spiritual places where they
were held. These captives, in our example, may all be five-year-old boys and it may
be necessary to ask Jesus to clothe them in white clothes and to restore their
innocence and dignity before Jesus takes them away (i.e. sets them free). Here you
may also see a manifestation and you will know that all the captives have been set
free when the manifestation ceased and relative peace has been restored to the
person to whom you are ministering. If the strong men (in the person you are
ministering to) talks to you, you may now ask Jesus to bring them out again and then
you may ask whether they still have any rights in the person you are ministering to.
If the answer comes as a “no” then you will know that you can proceed. If the strong
men do not talk, then you will just have to depend on the Holy Spirit to guide you and
to show you whether the strong men have any more rights.

Mat. 12:29; Mar. 3:27; Luk. 11:21
Demonic Soul Copies Level 3
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
6.9

Ask Jesus to loosen the strong man from the believer’s human spirit - This is necessary
since each strong man has its own way of attaching itself around the human spirit.
NB: It is important to understand that these strong men are not IN the core human
spirit (where Jesus by way of the Holy Spirit came to reside when you were reborn)
but are merely ON human spirit level and have attached themselves around the
human spirit.
Ask Jesus to bind all demonic spirit copies that collaborate with this strong man to it
Ask Jesus to appear to the hosts of all DID parts that were demonically programmed
by this strong man and to cancel (by the power of His blood) all mind-control and DID
programming of this strong man on human spirit, soul and body level as well as all
witchcraft, curses, triggers and caging associated with it.
Then ask Jesus to integrate all demonically programmed DID associated with this
strong man back to the core human spirit and on soul and body level
Ask Jesus to (by the power of the Holy Spirit) remove the strong men from the
person’s human spirit.
Ask Jesus to lock the spiritual portals of these strong men on human spirit level with
the Keys of the Kingdom
Ask Jesus to heal all spiritual wounds on human spirit level (that were caused by this
strong man) with His blood and to restore His peace to the person’s human spirit!

Spoil the houses of the strong men on soul and body level
Jesus said that if we have bound the strong man, we will be able to plunder its house8. In this
case, our Lord Jesus Christ has taken the strong man away and now its house is open and not
guarded and you will find that the deliverance on soul and body level goes much easier and
the entire process of deliverance is much softer and more delicate on the person you are
ministering to.

6.9.1

Process of spoiling the houses of the strong men on soul and body level
On soul and body level we again take full authority since Jesus has given us the mandate to
deal with all demons on soul and body level.
•
•

•
•

•

8

So now you merely address the power demons on soul and body level and bind them
as well as their foot soldiers together with a spiritual cord;
Command all demonic soul copies on soul and body level working with the power
demons (in this case Lilith, Asmodee, Baphomet, Sexual Immorality, Lust etc) to
consolidate to one each (e.g. also the DSC’s of the perpetrator, the grandfather) and
bind them to the power demons and foot soldiers;
Cast the power demons and foot soldiers out in the name of Jesus Christ and
simultaneously ask Jesus to rip all demonic soul copies out;
When all manifestation has stopped and peace has returned to the believer you are
ministering to, then lock all spiritual portals on soul and body level (where these
demons went out) with the Keys of the Kingdom; and
Lastly pray for all trauma and shock that occurred due to the deliverance process to
be washed away by the blood of Jesus.

Mat. 12:29; Mar. 3:27; Luk. 11:21
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The beauty of the process of ministering from human spirit level (where Jesus Himself does
all the “challenging work”) is that it is less traumatic for the person that you minister to. The
process is overall more peaceful and less demonic manifestation occur.
The greatest benefit however is that the deliverance should be much more lasting since the
strong men are gone and they cannot simply refurbish their houses. In the past, when we
merely ministered on human soul and body level, the strong men were still there and they
could potentially have refurbished their houses at the earliest and slightest opportunity that
they could get. With the strong men out of the way, we may truly plunder their houses until
it is empty, then clean it out and lock the doors. Formidable, thank you Jesus!!
6.9.2

Cautionary – Be very sober and vigilant and live a holy life
At this point, we should seriously caution believers who seek deliverance on this level and
advise them to first calculate the cost before entering this level of deliverance. The reason is
that believers who have been set free on this level will have to live a very holy life and be very
sober and vigilant not to open any doors again for any of these strongmen to come back
through wilful sin (e.g. sexual intercourse outside of marriage, taking drugs again etc.). In this
context the following Word is very relevant and should be carefully considered:
Luke 11:24-26: When an unclean spirit goes out of a man, he goes through dry places,
seeking rest; and finding none, he says, “I will return to my house from which I came.” And
when he comes, he finds it swept and put in order. Then he goes and takes with him seven
other spirits more wicked than himself, and they enter and dwell there; and the last state
of that man is worse than the first.” (Also compare Matthew 12:45)

7.

INFILLING BY THE HOLY SPIRIT
The last step in the process of inner healing and deliverance by the power of the Holy Spirit is
always to pray for infilling by the Holy Spirit. This is asking Jesus to baptise the believer afresh
in spirit, soul and body with His Holy Spirit.

8.

POTENTIAL CAUSES OF A SPIRITUAL BLOCK TO THE PROCESS
As mentioned above, the demonic (whether demons, DSC’s or DID parts) may not speak or
even manifest visibly in every believer. In some believers there is little to no manifestation
and the agents of the demonic are silent and then you will just have to trust the Holy Spirit for
guidance and proceed to pray in faith. However, the Holy Spirit will sometimes show you that
there is a spiritual block that hinders the process. In our experience this spiritual block may be
caused by any of the following:
•
•

•
•

Not being truly reborn in Jesus Christ but merely having an intellectual understanding
of God;
Pollution of the baptism of believers (e.g. being baptised in a church where the pastors
are Freemasons or having undergone the Mikvah baptism (the Old Covenant baptism
of John (of repentance of sin) often find in the Hebrew Roots movement);
Unforgiveness of others, yourself or God (blaming God or being angry with Him);
Wilful sin such as sexual relationships outside of marriage or an adulterous
relationship;
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•

•

•
•

•

Kundalini infestation due to the Scio machine, various methods of alternative healing
such as Reiki, Acupuncture, Homeopathy etc., attending a church where the Kundalini
spirit is operating (or membership of such a church) and Quantum Healing;
Participation in the Hebrew Roots movement e.g. keeping the Sabbath on a Saturday,
respecting and keeping the Jewish Feasts, praying under a tallit (a Jewish prayer
shawl) etc.;
Pride, self-righteousness, arrogance and intellectualism (stronghold of Leviathan);
Not believing any of the foundational truths that are necessary to be set free such as
that reborn believers in Jesus Christ can have demons in them or that unrepented
ancestral sin results in blood line curses;
Etc.

In this regard one needs the gift of discernment to establish (by the power of the Holy Spirit)
what the cause of the spiritual block is.
9.

CLOSING
We hope and trust that this teaching will equip all believers in Jesus Christ to pray effective
for inner healing and deliverance by the power of the Holy Spirit in them. Jesus is our Healer
and our Deliverer and the Holy Spirit is our Counsellor. To further assist reborn believers in
Jesus Christ, we have drafted a “spiritual roadmap” that may be used merely as a guideline
and always subject to the guidance of the Holy Spirit. May our Lord Jesus Christ by the power
of the Holy Spirit and His blood shed for us on the cross be with each one of you and lead you
into complete healing and restoration on spirit, soul and body level and may He finish the
good work in you that He has started until He comes.
AMEN
ALL HONOUR AND GLORY
TO OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST AND HIS HOLY SPIRIT
WHO IS PREPARING HIS BRIDE FOR HIS RETURN
Thank you, Jesus!!

(If you have been blessed by this teaching, please prayerfully consider to support our ministry with
your donations to enable us to continue working for the Body of Christ and to bring to the Bride of
Jesus Christ further end-time revelation to set the captives free – www.ignitedinchrist.org)
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APPENDIX TO IGNITED IN CHRIST’S INNER HEALING AND DELIVERANCE FROM HUMAN SPIRIT LEVEL
SUMMARY: SPIRITUAL “ROAD-MAP” FOR PRAYER WARRIORS TO MINISTER INNER HEALING AND
DELIVERANCE TO FELLOW-BELIEVERS FROM HUMAN SPIRIT LEVEL
STAGE 1
On Spirit, Soul and Body Level
Confession of being a sinner, spiritual rebirth and baptism as a believer in water and in the Holy
Spirit
Confession, repentance and turning away of one’s own wilful sin e.g. an adulterous relationship,
sexual relationships outside of marriage, dishonesty etc.
Forgiveness – Of others, God and self
Confession, repentance and cancellation of all known blood line curses – spirit, soul and body
(Refer the teachings and renunciation prayers of IIC – Warrior School)
Breaking of all known blood covenants, sacrifices and rituals made by the ancestors with the
enemy (prayer)
STAGE 2
Human spirit level
Human soul level
Human physical level
Dealing with hurt inner
Healing included and flowing
Healing included and flowing
children and hurt inner adults through from human spirit
through from human spirit
Inner healing of trauma,
level
level
rejection, hurt, unforgiveness
etc (also starting in the womb
at conception)
Test for demonically
Healing included and flowing
Healing included and flowing
programmed DID associated
through from human spirit
through from human spirit
with each trauma incident
level
level
Test for SRA type of DID
Healing included and flowing
Healing included and flowing
associated with each trauma
through from human spirit
through from human spirit
incident
level
level
STAGE 3
Dealing with strong men &
demonically programmed DID
& Demonic Spirit Copies
Spoiling the house of the
Deliverance included and
strong men: Deal with power
flowing through
demons & foot soldiers of each
strong man together with
DSC’s
STAGE 4
Test for hurt inner child
Healing included and flowing
Healing included and flowing
formed at conception in womb
through from human spirit
through from human spirit
due to impact of seed of Satan
level
level
Deal with DID that formed at
Healing included and flowing
Healing included and flowing
conception in the womb due
through from human spirit
through from human spirit
to the impact of the seed of
level
level
Satan
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR ANY NEW/FURTHER REVELATION FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT INTO OUR
MINISTRY
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